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Summary
Looking back critically at about 30 business and socio-economic dynamic simulation 
models developed over the last 40 years, I notice that many of them did not quite live up 
to what was expected of them. Very often this was caused by  organizational shortcom-

ings during the implementation process. Other reasons were discrepancies between 
thinking and reality  ("known known"), insufficient treatment of uncertainties ("known 
unknown") and/or the occurrence of events neither expected nor anticipated ("unknown 
unknown"). Based on the analysis of these shortcomings and on references in relevant 
publications, this paper presents some suggestions on how to avoid them.

Introduction

This study draws on almost 40 years' experience working as a consultant in the development and 
application of business and socio-economic dynamic simulation models ("models" in short), often 
based on the System Dynamics concept. It tries to answer the question as to why in a fair number of 
cases the expectations pinned on these models remained partially  or even totally unfulfilled and to 

come up with suggestions as to how this situation could be improved.  

The primary purpose of the models considered here was to support executives and their aides in 
forming an opinion during decision-making and planning activities with uncertain outcomes. 

It is assumed that the expectations in connection with a model are not fulfilled when

• the client and his aides get the impression that working with the model and the delivered re-

sults does not substantially  deepen their understanding of the relevant part of reality or does 
not contribute substantially to a better assessment of the consequences of alternative courses 
of action;

• the real data for a considerable part of the planning period deviate from the data computed by 
the model in a way that  suggests that decisions or alternatives other than those based on the 

model would have better fulfilled the goals of the client. 
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Somewhat simplified, the first case can be ascribed to organizational shortcomings and the second 

to deficits of the model. „

Organizational shortcomings

As a rule organizational shortcomings are already  visible while the model is being developed and 
applied. They  prevent the modelling process from unfolding to full effect. In addition they may 
negatively influence the opinion of executives and their aides about the usefulness of models in 

general for some time to come.

The following table shows the main participants to be found in the model development process and 
the shortcomings which can result  from their interplay. The table distinguishes 5 types of partici-
pants:

• The power promoter is the executive who issues the order for the development of the model 

and who in the end has to carry responsibility for the use to which consumed resources have 
been put. On the basis of his authority  or his position in the hierarchy he can either convince 
or force the other participants to follow his intentions. The subject promoter reports to him 
about the progress of the model development process and its results, usually conjointly with 
the model developer.

The function of the power promoter may be assumed by a steering committee. 

• The subject promoter is either an executive in the line below the power promoter or a member 
of a staff. Often it  will originally have been his idea to support a planning process or a 
decision-making task by commissioning the development of a model. He acts as interface to 
the model developer in all questions relating to the subject and should be well informed about 

the intentions of the power promoter as regards the model and about details of the relevant 
micro-world. He answers the model developer's questions and makes the necessary data 
available, to which end he may  call on specialists to provide information. If data or informa-
tion from external sources are needed it is his responsibility to obtain them. He controls the 
project in cooperation with the model developer, overseen by the power promoter.

Occasionally  the subject promoter acts as model developer (if the enduser concept  is being 
applied). After final delivery of the model he may be in charge of its maintenance.

• The specialist is somebody in the organization who is knowledgeable about aspects of the 
relevant micro-world and able to provide the data needed for developing and running the 
model. If he is not positioned in the line reporting to the power promoter, it is the responsibil-

ity  of the power promoter to reach an agreement with the specialist's superior to ensure that  he 
will answer the model developer's questions and provide the required data. 

Often there is a demand for more than one specialist and for different specialists in different 
development and application phases. 
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• The user is the person in the organization who has to implement the decisions based on the 

model results. He may  also have to take over the documented model from the developer and, 
after sufficient briefing, run the model to support future planning and controlling tasks. 

Sometimes more than one user is involved.  

• The model developer is either an internal or external professional. An internal model devel-
oper is generally an adequately  trained and experienced member of an in-house consulting 

group or a person hired specially  for this purpose from a university, a consultancy or the sup-
plier of the modelling software. An external model developer may be an independent consult-
ant or an employee of a consulting company, the modelling software supplier or an academic 
institution. 

An internal developer normally requires less induction and meets with less resistance but may 

become a victim of inter-organizational jealousy or scheming. An external developer is de-
pendent on the protection of a dedicated power and subject promoter. He will sometimes be 
tempted to play  down inadequacies in the model or to make the model overly complicated so 
as to lock in the client.

The fields of the table "Organizational shortcomings" list frequently observed organizational short-

comings which may lessen or negate the benefits of the model. They are self-explanatory and there-
fore do not need further discussion. Hidden agendas which deviate from those that are openly de-
clared or expected of their holders can prove extraordinarily harmful. This is especially the case 
when they are nursed by the power or subject promoter or the model developer. A serious problem 
can arise if specialists refuse to bring in their specialist knowledge and experience. This happens 

when they secretly reject the whole modelling exercise because they want to defend their "guru 
status" or believe they  can deliver better results using their own spreadsheets. They justify  their be-
haviour by referring to allegedly possible time and resource savings.

The power promoter and to some extent the subject promoter should be in a position to overcome 
organizational problems. The developer on the other hand is in a much weaker situation. He can 

threaten to terminate the co-operation but then risks loss of income or contractual penalties. A cyni-
cal but pragmatic course of action for him to adopt is to soldier on as long as the client pays for the 
model development and to learn from negative experiences how to minimize the chances of organ-
izational shortcomings in the next project.

Sometimes an other more positive reason for the premature end of the model development is that 

the power and/or subject promoter get the impression they  have learned enough already from the 
exercise. The model becomes too complex and therefore too confusing for them, and too many as-
sumptions are applied to cope with the uncertainties of future developments. Therefore they prefer 
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to rely on their gut feeling for the decision in hand. Whenever uncertainties are high and hard facts  

scarce, this can by all means be considered reasonable behaviour 1.  

⬇ Power
Promoter

Subject
Promoter Specialist User Developer

Power 
Promoter

Subject 
Promoter

Specialist

User

Developer

no real interest in 
the model;

hidden agenda;
person replaced 

during the
development of 

the model

doubts about the 
usefulness of the 
model and the 
intentions of the 
power promoter; 

insufficient access 
to the power 

promoter;
lacking in loyalty

doubts about the
competence of the 

power promoter

doubts about the 
commitment and 

the will to enforce;
lacking in loyalty

insufficient access 
to the power 

promoter;
unconvincing ap-

pearance and 
presentations

unclear directives;
not given enough 

resources or 
authority;  

inadequate gov-
ernance

insufficient compe-
tence and interest;

burdened with 
other tasks;

hidden agenda;
person replaced 
during the devel-

opment of the 
model

doubts about the
competence of the 
subject promoter

doubts about the
competence the 
subject promoter

doubts about the
competence and 

commitment;
insufficient 

participation in the 
validation process; 
mediocre or bad 
personal relation-

ship

insufficient 
co-ordination with 

the specialist´s 
superior

no power to 
enforce the 

collaboration; 
imprecise and in-
complete briefing;
insufficient quality 

checking of the 
contributed infor-

mation

”spreadsheet-
jockey“; 

superior´s negative 
attitudes toward 
the management 

of the model 
development; 

hidden agenda

doubts about the 
competence and 

loyalty;
personal tensions

unclear orders;
not given enough 

resources or 
authority; 

insufficient checks 
and reviews

insufficient and 
unconvincing 

briefing;
bad feelings  

dissonant problem 
view;

feels insufficiently 
trained, equipped 
and authorized;

disgruntled

insufficient expla-
nations and train-

ing; 
incomplete and 

incomprehensible 
documentation

intentions not 
communicated 

clearly;
little interest for the 

model 
development 

and the results 

unclear requests;
insufficient partici-

pation;
disturbed personal 

relationship

doubts about 
validity and useful-

ness of the 
approach; 

incomplete and 
misleading infor-

mation;
seen as competitor

no confidence in 
the model results; 
doubts about put-

ting them into 
practice 

not experienced or 
competent; 

unsure or arrogant 
behaviour; 

hidden agenda;
person replaced 

during the 
development
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Modelling deficits

Damages resulting from model deficits may be substantial but can only be detected at a later point 
in time. In real life they are hardly every noticed, let alone publicized by the original power or sub-
ject promoter, who anyway  might in the meantime have moved on to other positions and possibly 
does not consciously associate such damages with the model. If anyone becomes aware of them, it 
will most likely  be the model developer; however, for contractual or other understandable reasons, 

he will not be interested in making them public. Therefore the following observations and consid-
erations are largely  based on the personal experiences of the author as developer and consultant, 
with references from the literature to underpin them.

The cognitive, methodical and procedural aspects that are preconditions for successful models are 
discussed in relevant publications 2. The essential ones are:

• gain an adequate world view and clearly state the boundaries of the micro-world to be mod-
elled;

• select the most effective and most efficient modelling method and programming language;

• choose appropriate filters and granularity and apply these to identify  the elements of the 
model, the relationships between them, and their positive and negative feedback loops;

• program correct formulae for the tautological (definition) relations;

• identify, calibrate (whenever possible with professional statistical tools) and program the be-

haviour relations; 

• determine values for the exogenous variables which map reality;

• wrap up the program code in a way which allows for easy  handling and documentation of al-
ternative model versions and runs;

• test the model program meticulously and undertake sufficient attempts to falsify it.

In the experience of the author, crass violations of these preconditions for successful model devel-
opment are rare, with the exception of the selection of the modelling method and programming lan-
guage. Since the advent of powerful spreadsheet software for personal computers, this tool is used 
too frequently for modelling in cases where specialized systems with graphical development inter-
faces and elaborated support of experiments 3would be more suitable. The appliers of spreadsheet 

software normally do not have much professional know-how in the development of dynamic simu-
lation models. Because they  have little knowledge of pertinent micro-economic concepts they  often 
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restrict their world view to elements for which they have (financial) data at  hand. In addition they 

prefer simple tautological relations without feedback loops. Often they use exogenous variables 
where combinations of endogenous elements and behaviour relations with feedback loops would 
have been more appropriate 4 . For the exogenous variables they then insert values from other 
sources (which are normally based on different micro-worlds) or naively extrapolate them from 
available time-series or even simply guess them.

There seem to be three main causes for the majority of  model deficits: overconfidence in informa-
tion delivered by specialists or gathered from official sources, called the "known known", sketchy 
or plainly incorrect  treatment of the risks, or the "known unknown", and insufficient precautions 
against the impact of the "unknown unknown".

• "Known known" characterizes situations where there is a serious discrepancy  between what 

the model developer thinks some information might mean and what it stands for in reality. 
Sometimes this discrepancy is resolved in the development process, sometimes during the 
presentation of the model and its results to people who are not  members of the core team,  and 
sometimes not at all or too late to prevent flawed decisions or plans.

• "Known unknown" reflects the fact that data about the real world are always unknown to 

some extent; historical data are spoiled by  measurement or observation errors, data about the 
future are per se uncertain. Therefore the developer cannot be sure about the actual start  val-
ues of the endogenous variables, the values of parameters in behaviour equations and the de-
velopment of exogenous variables in the future.  

• "Unknown unknown" 5  describes events which have never been observed in the past and 

which the promoters, specialists, users and developers of the model are unaware might hap-
pen within the period up to the planning horizon. Only after the occurrence of such events can 
precursory signs be perceived and correctly interpreted. 

Sometimes there is no obvious distinction between the three causes of model deficits. A wrong 
opinion may have the same negative effect  as an unknown event. Or the probability  that a known 

variable will have an effect is rated so low that this variable will be neglected in the model.

The following narrative serves to demonstrate the effects of "known unknown" and "unknown un-
known". This particular case was chosen because it  can be grasped intuitively  and dates back far 
enough for all information about the model deficits to be available.
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In 1966, as part of an electric power study, a model which used the iconography of "Industrial 

Dynamics" 6  was developed and programmed in FORTRAN for an IBM 1130 computer. It 
simulated the combined deployment of nuclear, conventional thermal and hydro electric 
power stations in Austria with a planning horizon of 40 years. The aim was to estimate what 
capacity of nuclear power and pump storage stations would be required for the long-term 
optimum-cost generation of electric power in that country. 

Looking back after 15 years, i.e. after less than half of the original planning horizon, one must 
concede that some of the assumed data and relationships deviated widely  from real develop-
ments and that decisions based on the model results would have been wrong. What had hap-
pened?

The model assumed an oil price of about 3 US$ per barrel and only small increases were ex-

pected. In 1973, as a reaction to the Yom Kippur war, OPEC increased the price per barrel 
from 2.89 US$ to 11.65 US$. 

Following the practice at that time, it was assumed in the simulation model that burned-out 
nuclear fuel would be bought back by the US Atomic Agency for their civil and military pro-
grams. This changed at the beginning of the 1970s. Burned-out nuclear fuel was not bought 

back any longer but had to be expensively re-enriched and stocked. 

These two developments changed the costs of nuclear and oil-fired power stations and their 
optimal operating regimes significantly and reduced the demand for pump storage capacity 
which had been intended to exploit excess electric power. The estimation of the unknown val-
ues for the two known variables "price of oil" and "life-cycle costs of nuclear fuel" had been 

much too optimistic in 1966. They caused a model deficit of the type "known unknown". 

Another event which was not considered at all during the model development had an even 
more dramatic effect. Despite the first oil shock the public mood turned massively  anti-
nuclear in the 1970s. This culminated in a referendum in Austria in 1978 which ended with a 
tiny  majority for the opponents of nuclear power. This forced the government to ban the start 

of operations at the brand new nuclear power station in Zwentendorf. As a substitute a con-
ventional thermal power plant burning imported coal had to be built. Within 12 years an "un-
known unknown" event had made the model from 1966 and all decisions based on it totally 
obsolete.

Deficits in modelling "unknown" variables and the occurrence of unknown events are not always as 

crass as in the case outlined above. But experience shows that, more often than not, reality  ends up 
significantly different from what had been assumed in the model, due to not handling the "known 
unknown" and the "unknown unknown" properly. By making small adjustments to plans and future 
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decisions whenever the "known unknown" and "unknown unknown" happens, it is frequently pos-

sible to reduce the damage caused by model deficits. Nevertheless all efforts should be undertaken 
during model development to supply the planners and decision makers with a view of the future 
which will differ as little as possible from actual future events.

The following sections try to give advice on how to deal with the "known known", "known un-
known" and "unknown unknown" when developing dynamic business and socio-economic models.

"Known known"

The most common form of this problem occurs when the developer is not aware that the values of a 
variable which have been extracted from a document or delivered by  a specialist mean something 
different from what he thinks or naively assumes. The difference might be due to an imprecise 
wording in the name of the variable, or an incomplete definition, or ignorance of disturbances in the 

data, especially  if they are time-series. This happened for instance when a developer used a public 
statistic about the number of phone calls in the network of a national telecom carrier but was un-
aware that the numbers did not include the calls of the telecom and postal service employees and 
their family members. 

A less common situation, but one that can still be observed, is when the developer sees a relation-

ship or feed-back loop between elements which in reality  does not exist or is only the proxy  for a 
hidden or neglected part of the micro-world. This might be due to over-confidence on the part  of the 
developer or specialist about his know-how and experience, or to over-interpreting the results of 
regression calculations.  

Although these shortcomings look trivial they are hard to avoid. The standard recommendation is to 

set up a dictionary of meta-data for every  exogenous and endogenous variable, but also for any  rela-
tionship  between variables used in the model, and have it  double-checked by  the subject promoter 
and the specialists involved. As a result of high external and/or peer pressure the world view of a 
project team's members may become lopsided, shutting out all information which does not fit in and 
developing a so-called "bunker mentality". This bunker mentality can run deep or be only a facade. 

In the latter case at least one project member is aware of the lopsidedness but keeps quiet for oppor-
tunistic reasons.

Unfortunately for the credibility of the model, these shortcomings are frequently  not discovered un-
til the final presentation and then possibly by some not so well-meaning superior. Occasionally  they 
remain undiscovered and lead to decisions which are sub-optimal but not so obviously wrong that 

they  draw attention. If a development team gets locked into in a bunker mentality, totally wrong de-
cisions might be ensue. 
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"Known unknown"

In the case of "known unknown" the model includes variables whose values are stochastic. These 
variables may be start values of endogenous variables, parameters of behaviour relations or forecast 
values of exogenous variables. Often the users of the model results are not sufficiently aware of 
their stochastic character. For planning or decision-making purposes the developer contents himself 
with model results calculated by using only the mean values of the variables. He does not consider 

the latent uncertainties hidden in the results. Sometimes these uncertainties are deliberately played 
down by the power and subject promoters or the developer.

To avoid this more emphasis should be placed on the whole bandwidth of the values of the stochas-
tic variables. However this requires that all participating parties search for appropriate forms of the 
behaviour equations and density  functions of the stochastic variables and that the developer codes 

them properly. Based on these density functions, simulation runs should be executed which demon-
strate clearly the bad risks implicitly hidden in the model due to the "unknown" character of the 
"known" variables.

In recent publications it  has frequently been pointed out 7  that stochastic variables in business and 
socio-economic models cannot as a rule be properly  represented by ”mild“ density functions like 

the Gaussian normal distribution. Instead, a wildly  asymmetric distribution with "fat tails" should 
be applied 8. Asymmetry is essential because in business and socio-economic models optimistic and 
pessimistic values do not deviate equally from the mean. Anticipated optimistic turnover values, for 
instance, will differ much less from today´s actual values than pessimistic ones. For asymmetric 
distributions the most probable or modal value is intuitively easier to grasp than the mean or median 

and should therefore be preferred in presentations. 

Power functions are gaining in popularity for modelling the right-hand branch of right-skewed 
”wild“ density functions 9 . For modelling the left-hand branch of right-skewed distribution func-
tions a beta or gamma distribution is suitable. Often it  is sufficient to approximate them using the 
left branch of a simple triangular distribution.

Sometimes variables can be realistically  modelled using fractal generators 10 . Fractal generators  
also produce fat  tails due to their characteristic self-similarity. Unfortunately, in some cases it  does 
not make sense to apply them in a period-oriented simulation because the integration of all events in 
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a period smoothes out the extreme values and draws a too optimistic picture of the degree of uncer-

tainty. 

When analysing historical data with a goal to identifying and calibrating suitable density functions 
for behaviour relations, relatively long time-series or extensive data are required, or „wild“ func-
tions must be enforced if this is recommended in the literature. Short series often do not include ex-
treme values, or these are rejected as outliers by the calibration software. The computerization of 

ever more business and socio-economic fields permits the cost-efficient collection and storage of 
vast quantities of data, 11  which facilitates identifying and calibrating wild density functions. This 
should reduce model deficits of the "known unknown" type and will make it  easier to detect  ex-
treme values. On the other hand one can expect the frequency of extreme values to increase due to 
the growing complexity and networking of the business and socio-economic world.

Analogous considerations must be borne in mind when forecasting the values of exogenous vari-
ables to be used as model inputs. As a rule the semi-automatic time-series analysis and forecasting 
methods on offer today  assume errors with a Gaussian distribution and so produce distribution func-
tions that are too ”mild“. This is one of the explanations why sophisticated forecasting methods fare 
no better than simple ones 12 in the M-Competitions.

A combination of "known unknown" and "unknown unknown" is found in variables which display 
bifurcations 13, i.e. their values may lie on different levels and can suddenly jump from one level to 
another. Well-known examples can be observed in the field of finance where a rumour can trigger a 
"jump" in the behaviour of a crowd of people. Common distribution functions are not suitable for 
modelling them and one must fall back on intervention variables.

As already mentioned, running the model with mean values only  is not sufficient. To gain an im-
pression of the degree of uncertainty surrounding the model results and thereby the risks attached to 
decisions based on them, the calculation must 

• either produce the so-called behaviour space, based on runs with a combination of modal, ac-
ceptably extreme and in-between values of the stochastic variables 14,

• or be prepared as a Monte-Carlo simulation.

Extreme values are rated as just acceptable when the probability of their happening is between 10 
and 5 per cent.  This probability  should be in line with the subjective risk preferences of the planner 
or decision maker. To elicit a number for their subjective risk preferences it can help to take bets on 
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events in their personal environment 15. Runs with in-between values are only recommended when 

bifurcations are expected. 

Model runs with different combinations of values for the stochastic variables or parameters com-
municate a "tangible" impression of the uncertainties inherent  in the simulated development of the 
micro-world. One can present the findings in the form of naive implications:

If everything works fine, expect result A. But if the extreme value occurs for variable X, ex-

pect an x% deterioration in the result. If in addition variable Y takes on its extreme value, the 
result will deteriorate further by xy%.

One should restrict the presentation of the combinations to those extreme values for which one be-
lieves that they  will have a really strong negative influence on the result. Otherwise one may get 
entangled in too many influences and loose the ability to analyse and communicate the results con-

vincingly. The analysis of the effects of extreme values often leads to successive adaptations of the 
original plan until an alternative is found which produces a spectrum of results for a reasonable 
combination of extreme values that is acceptable to the decision makers. 

It is more demanding to calculate and communicate the risks involved in decisions based on a 
Monte-Carlo simulation. Even when wild distribution functions are applied, which is not at all easy 

using the relevant standard software, the risks resulting from extreme values may be underesti-
mated. This happens because the density functions of the stochastic variables are treated as mutu-
ally independent, whereas in real life the expectation is that if one thing goes wrong, other things 
may get worse. One can try  to overcome this by  including conditioned control loops in the model. 
This often requires working with negative feed-back loops in the first few simulation periods and 

later converting these into positive feed-back loops. Doing this introduces an additional and hard-
to-communicate level of uncertainty or arbitrariness. The standard graphical presentation of the re-
sults of a Monte-Carlo simulation showing bands of increasing width is hard to interpret and does 
not highlight the effects of extreme values. 

To avoid model deficits due to "known unknown" effects the evaluations should not be restricted to 

mean values or medians but should be performed with combinations of modal and extreme values 
and by applying wild density functions.

"Unknown unknown"

In conventional model development one rarely watches out for events which are not obvious or evi-
dent but which would nevertheless strongly  influence simulation results if they occurred before the 

planning horizon was reached. On the contrary: for pragmatic reasons the boundaries of the micro-
world are often drawn in such a way that data for the included elements are readily  available or can 
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be delivered by  the specialist assigned to the project. This allows the subject promoter and the de-

veloper to avoid some of the organizational problems outlined above and to finish the work within 
the proposed and agreed timeframe. The downside of this tactic is that the model might produce re-
sults which lead to wrong decisions. 

To avoid model deficits caused by "unknown unknown" effects, it  is highly  recommended that ses-
sions be held regularly  in all phases of the model development to spot any  new trends, tipping 

points and outliers which might crop up in the periods up  to the planning horizon. Members of the 
model development team should use these sessions as brainstorming events to scan and discuss the 
external and internal news for hints of hitherto unexpected, but relevant, future events. Sources of 
unexpected events are often changes of ownership (for instance following a hostile take-over), na-
tional or international politics (for instance the cancellation of subsidies after a change in govern-

ment, or the results of a public referendum), scientific or technological break-throughs or setbacks, 
or natural disasters. 

Sometimes these events are indicated by  micro-trends 16. It is worthwhile looking out for these spe-
cifically and trying to project or extrapolate them and estimate their influence on the development 
of the relevant micro-world. Macro-trends about which professional futurologists have been making 

noisy pronouncements are normally  already on the radar screens of subject promoters and develop-
ers and will have been automatically  built into the model. Unusual information from unorthodox 
sources should be included in the active search for hints about as yet  unknown, but possible, future 
events. Unorthodox sources can be popular science and literary 17 publications. 

Information about developments in other specialisms which may be of importance for the micro-

world of the model can often be garnered from popular science publications, obviating a steep 
learning curve. Bold or even cranky  speculations about future possible developments are especially 
valuable. The authors of these publications often have outstanding didactic skills, making it easy to 
digest the knowledge offered.

Literary  publications, including science fiction stories, try  to depict consistent  (”stimmig“ in Ger-

man) sets of situations and developments. To this end their authors may introduce features and 
events other than those known to exist or familiar to the reader. Science fiction authors from the 
first half of the last century, for instance invented radiation phobia to demonize the consequences of 
the physical and chemical discoveries of their time and initiated public action groups to militate 
against such discoveries. Suitably interpreted, these stories could have pointed towards the emer-
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gence of the anti-nuclear movement 18 in the 1970s and avoided the "unknown unknown" deficit of 

the electric power case outlined earlier.

One cannot treat the analysis of trends or unorthodox literature as serious sources for the construc-
tion of density functions for future events. A better option is to implement these events as interven-
tion variables which generate discontinuities in behaviour functions or forecasts at guessed periods. 
If such a conjectured event could have a substantial influence on decision making, it should be 

treated as a dimension of its own in the behaviour space in combination with the other variables and 
their modal and extreme values.     

Although there is always a high possibility that these conjectured events might be "red herrings", 
one should not be too critical. The primary purpose of accounting for them in models is to delineate 
the risks which may  be hidden in the simulation results and not to increase their numeric precision.  

However intensively  and systematically the searches in standard and unorthodox sources are carried 
out, one must bear in mind that unexpected events will still occur in the period up to the planning 
horizon. The probability of this happening increases more than linearly  the further you look into the 
future. The developer must stress this point when presenting the model results. A somewhat risk-
averse but pragmatic approach is 

• to run the simulation up to the intended planning horizon to get an impression of what might 
happen in the long term as well as to check the over-all plausibility of the model; 

• but to base any decision on the results of only the first third of all periods.

It seems that the extent of "unknown unknown" events and the erroneous decisions and plans in 
connection with them is growing. Reasons for this may  be the permanent increase in the speed of 

business and social processes due to greater networking and to higher automation based on ever 
more sophisticated algorithms 19. Therefore it is recommended that  model teams design and imple-
ment coarser, mathematically simpler, but more robust models 20, include micro-trends and informa-
tion from unorthodox sources and opinions more frequently in their considerations, and put more 
emphasis on the presentation of the risks attached to the model results. 

Retrospect

A subjective analysis of the 30 models mentioned at  the beginning of this paper yields following 

findings:
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18 Weart, Spencer W.: "Nuclear Fear: A History of Images", Harvard University Press, 1989 

19 See "Business by numbers", The Economist, September 15th, 2007

20 In doubt prefer event- and agent-based simulation over period- and macro-based simulation.  Event-based simulations 
normally do not improve the accuracy of predictions but add to the understanding of the micro-world and thereby im-
prove the mental models of the participants. See Grimm, Volker, Steven F. Railsback: „Individual-based Modeling and 
Ecology“, Princton University Press, 2005



• About 23% of the models can be rated as a full success; no serious organizational problems 

occurred during the development process and no model deficits became known.  

• About 77% had organizational problems and/or model deficits. This does not mean that all of 
these models were totally useless or that they totally misled the decision makers, but only that  
real developments differed significantly  from simulated ones. In some cases the model devel-
opment was prematurely aborted because the power and/or subject promoter got the impres-

sion that their gut feelings could cope with the problem in question at least as well as the 
model exercise.

• Referring to all models 

•  43 % had at least organizational problems,

• 3 % had at least deficits of the "known known" type, 21

• 43 % had at least deficits of the "known unknown" type,

• 23 % had at least deficits of the "unknown unknown" type,

• 23 % had exclusively organizational problems,

• 17 % had exclusively deficits of the "known unknown" type,

• 10 % had exclusively deficits of the "unknown unknown" type.

• Older models more frequently showed problems or deficits than more recent ones.  

Of course these numbers are only  based on a relatively small sample and on subjective ratings. Al-
though these findings should not be over-generalized, they may help to explain to what extent and 
for what reasons business and socio-economic models often do not live up to expectations.
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21 When ”known known“ errors happened they were normally taken care of in the course of the model development or 
else never became known. Only in one case was a model with ”known known“ deficit developed which became known. 
It was due to the bunker mentality of the project team caused by external pressure.


